Assistant Principal Message
Screen Time
A huge hello to all members of our beautiful community. It’s very hard to believe that we are approaching the end of first term
already and preparing for holidays and the Easter break. As we get ready to move into holidays I thought it may be of benefit
to explore screen time and the influence television, movies and video games may have on young children.
It’s important to note that television, movies, video games and the internet can be a positive influence on your child. This is
especially when:



you get involved when your child is using them and help your child make good choices about what games to
play or things to watch



you get involved and talk with your child about what’s going on in the game or program so he/she
understands it



your child uses good-quality content on screens – for example, playing a video game that involves solving
creative puzzles to progress to higher levels



using screens gives your child new ideas for traditional play – for example, playing Minecraft might get your
child interested in designing buildings on paper



using screens helps your child learn new skills – for example, doing a video about a school excursion might
help your child learn video-editing skills.

Risks of screen time

MWPS
Partners in learning

Screen time can have physical, developmental, safety and other risks. If you reduce the amount of time your child spends
using screens, you can reduce the risks for your child.
Physical problems
Using screens can cause physical problems. For example:





Looking at a screen for extended periods of time intensely can cause sore, irritated and dry eyes, headaches
and fatigue.
Looking down at a device can make your child’s neck and spine uncomfortable.
Being inactive for long periods using a screen can lead to a less active lifestyle, which could lead to obesity.

You can reduce these risks by encouraging your child to:






regularly look away from the screen into the distance
keep his neck upright when he/she is using a phone or tablet
take regular breaks to get up and move around
make physical activity part of his/her daily life.

Development issues
Too much screen time can have an impact on children’s language development and social skills. This is because children
need real-life interactions to develop these skills. Too much screen time can also affect older children’s development – for
example, it can affect their ability to have conversations, maintain eye contact, pay attention in school or read body language.
Too much screen time can also result in children missing out on developing a wide range of interests, and the friends and
learning associated with these interests. You can reduce this risk by making sure your child balances time spent using
screens with other activities.
Warmest Regards,
Kathy Cvitkovic – Assistant Principal (3 – 6 Learning Community)
“Be kind whenever possible. It is always possible” – Dalai Lama

Message from our School Vice-Captains
Hello parents/ guardians,
Yesterday Wednesday 22nd March Melton West Primary School had school
photos. Everyone looked fantastic! 
Holidays are approaching with the last day on Friday 31st March.
School Vice-Captains
Alith Panthum 5/6M & Jessica Hodge 5/6S

Marvelous Maths
All around us, every day.

Fun Brain Teasers
Check out these fun brainteasers and enjoy a range of mind bending math logic that is sure to get your child
thinking.
Put your ability with numbers and problem solving skills to the test with classic brainteasers that will leave you
scratching your head in search of answers. How many of the brain bending questions can you answer correctly?
Give them a try and find out!
1. I am an odd number. Take away one letter and I become even. What number am I?
2. Using only addition, how do you add eight 8’s and get the number 1000?
3. Sally is 54 years old and her mother is 80, how many years ago was Sally’s mother three times her age?
4. Which 3 numbers have the same answer whether they’re added or multiplied together?
5. There is a basket containing 5 apples, how do you divide the apples among 5 children so that each child has
1 apple while 1 apple remains in the basket?
6. There is a three-digit number. The second digit is four times as big as the third digit, while the first digit is three
less than the second digit. What is the number?
7. What word looks the same backwards and upside down?
8. Two girls were born to the same mother, at the same time, on the same day, in the same month and in the
same year and yet somehow they’re not twins. Why not?
9. A ship anchored in a port has a ladder, which hangs over the side. The length of the ladder is 200cm, the
distance between each rung in 20cm and the bottom rung touches the water. The tide rises at a rate of 10cm
an hour. When will the water reach the fifth rung?
9. The tide raises both the water and the boat so the water will never reach the fifth rung.
8. Because there was a third girl, which makes them triplets!
7. SWIMS
6. 141
5. 4 children get 1 apple each while the fifth child gets the basket with the remaining apple still in it.
4. 1, 2 and 3.
3. 41 years ago, when Sally was 13 and her mother was 39.
2. 888 + 88 + 8 + 8 + 8 = 1000
1. Seven (take away the ‘s’ and it becomes ‘even’).
Answers

